
Rally On Media Helps 
Grubhub Create Engaging 
Brand Videos that Convert 
at Scale

C A S E  S T U D Y

Mandy Cudahy,

Director of Content Marketing, Grubhub

“Rally On Media’s work is a unique mix of art and strategy. They have the ability 

to take insight and turn it into great content that drives growth for us. They are 

reliable. They are trustworthy. They do a great job and have a really great vision.”

150-360% 80-85%
higher click-through rates (CTR) lower cost per acquisition (CPA)



Challenges
Creating authentic video content 
at scale

The ongoing challenge for Mandy Cudahy, 

Director of Content Marketing at Grubhub, is 

developing compelling content that speaks 

to their user base and attracts new users to 

the brand—without going over budget.

It isn’t always easy. The online and mobile 

ordering and delivery marketplace is 

saturated with more competitors than ever 

before—and in that competitive space, 

cookie-cutter advertising won’t do.

Boring stories don’t get engagement. 

Vanilla videos get skipped. And brands that 

can’t differentiate themselves quickly get 

forgotten.

But Mandy knows that it’s one thing to say, 

“Let’s build engaging content” and another 

thing to actually create it. She’s worked with 

advertising agencies in the past—and she’s 

been disappointed.

Grubhub, Inc. is a leading online and 
mobile food-ordering delivery marketplace.

Grubhub features over 300,000 restaurants 
and is proud to partner with more than 
200,000 of these restaurants in over 4,000 
U.S. cities and London.

The Grubhub portfolio of brands includes 
Grubhub, Seamless, LevelUp, AllMenus, 
and MenuPages.

• Grubhub hired Rally On to produce 3 videos; after 
seeing the results, they’ve partnered with Rally On 
to make over 50 videos

• Multiple ads performing at 2x CTR benchmarks, 
with one ad achieving a 360% increase

• 80-85% lower average cost per acquisition (CPA)

• Rally On got to know Grubhub’s business 
objectives, UVPs, and the pain points of its target 
audience

• Rally On seamlessly adapted to Grubhub’s internal 
video production process, while also providing 
invaluable strategic vision

• Rally On took the burden off of the content 
marketing team by handling video creation and 
production efficiently and professionally

• Increasing engagement with branded content and 
growing its customer base

• Decreasing the costs of customer acquisition 
through compelling video advertising

• Leveraging a unique blend of business strategy 
and creative vision to differentiate Grubhub from 
its competitors

HIGHLIGHTS

RESULTS

SOLUTION

CHALLENGES

“Some video companies have 

endless rounds of revisions. 

Other agencies will tell the story 

they think the brand wants them 

to tell. Even if they’re on-brand, 

they lack a compelling story,” 

she says.

“

”
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“I’ve worked with agencies and 
independent filmmakers. Rally On Media 

is the best of both worlds.”

“Independent filmmakers create stories that engage people, but I’ve had 

more than one argument about remaining on-brand with people who don’t 

want you to wreck their vision,” she explains.

“I’ve worked with agencies and independent filmmakers. Rally On Media 

is the best of both worlds. They’re a nimble team that excels at taking 

advantage of real trends, moments, and business needs very quickly. 

They’re also experienced storytellers and they have a vision for how we 

can tell authentic stories,” Mandy says.

“

“

”

”

Mandy has also tried working with creative talent, including independent filmmakers. She 

loves the imaginative angle they bring but can’t abide by missed deadlines and off-brand 

messaging.

Grubhub needed a nimble partner to scale up or down with its needs. It wasn’t enough to 

create art or ads—Grubhub’s video content wouldn’t work if it didn’t emotionally connect with 

users and drive sales and customer acquisition.

Grubhub needed Rally On Media.
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Solution
The perfect blend of art and strategy

Rally On Media was founded by two former 

strategy consultants from Deloitte Consulting, 

so they do things differently. They know 

how to quickly get buy-in from multiple 

stakeholders, while efficiently kicking off and 

executing on complex projects.

So it took almost no time at all for Rally On’s 

team to acclimatize to Grubhub’s target 

audience, unique value proposition, and 

brand messaging. Soon, they were playing a 

leading role in the creation and production of 

video assets.

“It’s great to have a team that ‘gets us,’ and that’s able to tell the compelling 

stories we want to tell, quickly and easily,” Mandy says.

Mandy says, “We received stakeholder approval quickly and Rally On 

barely needed any input from me.”

“

“

”

”

The difference between working with Rally On versus other agencies was palpable, even 

during their very first video shoot.

As they continued partnering together on various projects, Mandy came to trust and value 

Rally On’s input—and the unique style they bring to each video—more and more.
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“Rally On Media always comes back with interesting concepts that are 

completely different from what our competitors are doing. They also have a 

fun sense of humor—which a lot of brands in our niche don’t lean into—and 

they deliver it without compromising our brand voice and tone,” she says.

“Obviously I was a bit more hands on when we started, but I never needed 

to make a lot of changes. The shoots always turned out really well. Now I 

completely trust them to lead projects,” she adds.

“

”
To Mandy’s immense relief, ironing out a process that works wasn’t hard—and Rally On’s 

team is composed of professionals who don’t need hand-holding to create something jaw-

dropping.

Each project takes the same basic shape:

Mandy and her team explain what they’re trying to achieve and outline core 

messaging and timing.

Rally On comes back with outlines and examples that will bring that vision to life.

Grubhub’s VP of Brand Marketing reviews the outline and comes back with a 

detailed production schedule.

Rally On creates beautifully produced videos that elevate Grubhub from a simple 

transactional app into a beloved service providing real value in the eyes of its 

customers.

Rally On reviews example cuts and the longer cut with Mandy’s team to ensure 

that they’re aligned—and, finally, they deliver the stunning end product.
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“I’ve worked with video companies that caused a lot of anxiety. They 

would push back over simple things like our internal process. I never have 

to worry about that with Rally On; it definitely makes my job a lot easier,” 

Mandy says.

“

”
For Mandy, knowing that she can rely on Rally On’s solid process, great communication, and 

strategic vision is a tremendous relief. 

“It’s great to have a 
team that ‘gets us’ 
and that’s able to 
tell the compelling 

stories we want to tell, 
quickly and easily.”

Mandy loves that she never has to worry about Rally On missing deadlines or devolving into 

creative divas. They’re professionals—and they prove it time and time again with the quality 

they produce.

6
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“Rally On Media’s work is a unique mix of art and strategy. They have the 

ability to take insight and turn it into great content that drives growth for 

us,” Mandy says.

“
”

Before long, Rally On Media had produced multiple videos that were performing well above 

benchmark goals:

Results
Huge user engagement—at a fraction 
of the cost 

After working together for a few short months, 

Grubhub staffers noticed the change in ad quality.

Grubhub’s customers were also more engaged 

and brand-aware. One YouTube video even 

achieved an 82% completion rate, and customers 

throughout the funnel were watching longer and 

consuming more content.

One ad 

produced 

a

Another ad 

produced a

Yet 

another ad 

produced a

Increase in click through 

rate (CTR). Cost per 

acquisition (CPA) dropped

increase 

in CTR 

and an

increase 

in CTR 

and an

performing well 

above Grubhub’s 

internal benchmark.

drop in CPA 

over Grubhub’s 

benchmark goal.

drop in 

CPA over 

benchmark.

360%

300%

150%

81%

81%

85%
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“Not every brand can pivot on the spot and decide to test a piece of 

content that speaks to new moms versus millennials. It takes a big effort 

and a big budget to invest in new ad campaigns. Doing all that at big-

agency quality without the big-agency price tag is a huge benefit,” she 

explains.

“They are reliable. They are trustworthy. They do a great job and have a 

really great vision,” Mandy says.

“

“

”

”

Grubhub remains an industry-leader in the online and mobile ordering and delivery 

marketplace. Mandy’s not going to let that change anytime soon—and she’s got Rally On by 

her side to help.

It wasn’t long before Rally On had produced over 50 videos for Grubhub—all in the space of 

just one year.

And throughout all of this, Rally On continues to partner with Grubub and deliver valuable 

insight that helps them grow, reach new customers, and continue dominating the market.

“They’ve helped us prove to our growth teams that investing in upper-

funnel aspirational content actually drives orders. Before Rally On, we 

never had the hard numbers to prove that,” she adds.

“
”

For Mandy and her team, having a trusted partner frees them up to focus on testing different 

advertising strategies and gaining the most traction possible with their ad content.
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“Rally On Media always comes back 
with interesting concepts that are 

completely different from what our 
competitors are doing.”
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A little bit of art + a little bit of 

business strategy = a whole lot 

of engaged customers.

Let’s find out if we’re a fit.

Contact Rally On Media

http://rallyonmedia.com/

